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Company: Pronto Marketing

Location: Bangkok

Category: other-general

Do you enjoy overcoming big challenges? Do you get excitement out of making

customers happy? Do you like to leverage technologies to solve problems? If so, let’s

work together!

We’re a team of passionate developers who work closely with everyone in the company to

provide innovative and elegant solutions for our customers. We're an avid agile team that

constantly adapts our work style to match current objectives. We strive to produce quality code

while keeping the cost under budget, meaning we work smarter - not just harder.

As a Software Engineer, you’ll be working alongside other developers, designers and PO in

Simplesat’s Product team.

This role is also a fantastic opportunity to improve your English, as all of our meetings with

teammates other than developers are conducted in English.

Apart from being serious about delivering a quality product and maintainable software, we

like to always have fun working, so it’s not like you’ll always be under pressure.

In our free time, our developers like to play games, workout, trade and farm

cryptocurrencies, and watch Korean dramas. We also fully support diversity at Simplesat as

more than half of the company are women, half of our company are foreigners, and half of

our developers are women (the dev team are all Thai though).

Responsible for:

Work on a product team as a full-stack engineer alongside fellow developers, UX/UI, and

PO.
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End-to-end ownership of the features you’ve committed to develop.

Participate in code reviews and knowledge transfer sessions.

Bring your creativity and problem solving skills to each and every sprint planning,

refinement, review and standup meeting.

Understand Simplesat’s business and customers by engaging with the PO, CEO, Sales,

and Support teams (in English).

Never stop learning and pushing yourself to grow personally and professionally.

Most importantly, you pour your passion and creativity into the product to create

something you are truly proud of and that customers love.

Requirements

Minimum 3 years experience in a developer role at another company

Experience with AWS, Django (Python), React (JavaScript), and Docker

Ability to read, write, and converse in English

Must love learning and all geeky things

Able to show examples of previous work

The confidence to express ideas as part of a creative team

The ability to explain technical jargon to peers

The ability to build a website from start to finish to the highest standard

Familiarity with DevOps tools and practices

Benefits

Performance review salary increment twice a year

Discretionary Yearly Bonus

Health Insurance: AIA group plan 



Vacation: 10 days per year [(prorated based on the package)]

Allowance: 15,000 THB per year [(prorated based on package)]

Competitive salary with year-end bonus system.

Flexibility in work schedule and location, with a preference for candidates based in

Bangkok during the initial phase for better integration with the team.

Comprehensive health insurance and a self-improvement fund to support your growth.

Work with a friendly, quirky team of geeks.
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